Bluesoft/Hub
CHEAPER OFFICIAL SEARCHES

BLUESOFT / Hub
Official Searches Online

The alternative Hub. Transmit your
Official Searches using XML to the
Bluesoft/Hub for any local authority in
England and Wales and receive the
search using XML or the post. And
save money in the process.

 More Revenue
Lower transaction fees
Money to the bottom line or / and
cheaper searches for the consumer

 XML Interface
Send us the address and map via XML.
We can return the search via XML.

Quick and reliable and available 24x7.
From January 2008, following the
launch at the LLCI Annual Conference,
you can now order through our reliable,
tried and tested, independent Hub.

 Reliable

Offer a more competitive Home
Information Pack with lower Hub fees.
Order the Official Search and any other
search such as the EPC.

 Electronic Payments

Electronically send through 1 or 1000
orders every day for the Official
Searches.
The official search is the assured
product -not an insured product. It is
the comprehensive guaranteed service
giving the public assurance with
statutory back-up should any problem
arise. Quality is assured.

The Bluesoft solutions first went live in the
Property Searches Market in 2004.

 Automatic LLC1 & CON29
We identify the Local Authority and
create an equivalent LLC1 and CON29
Make payment for the orders electronically.
We pay the LA electronically

 Scanning
For some LAs,
searches are scanned before uploading.

 Alternative HUB
The competitive Hub –drives down prices

 Call for pricing
Please contact us for the transaction fees.

Bluesoft/Hub benefits:
Independent alternative Hub
Lower transaction fees
More revenue

Bluesoft/Hub Official Searches for any
Local Authority in England & Wales

The Hub can easily be adapted to
meet any special needs your
organisation may have.
Approx 1 Million properties processed
through Bluesoft websites and
databases. Our products won accolades
from BCS (British Computer Society) of
CRM and GIS Winner. BCS showcase
organisations with vision and business
skills implementing highly successful
projects using leading-edge technologies
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